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MLA is a quote style of the Modern Language Association and is often used in the humanities. When you use the MLA, you will quote the sources both within the text (text citations) and at the end of the document (Works Quoted Page). In-Text Quotes MLA requires referring to the author's last name. The text may
appear within the sentence or at the end of the sentence. For Williams and Jones, the data shows that quotes are important. The data shows that quotes are important (Williams and Jones). For text citations that appear in a context, see Page numbers required for direct quotes from sources with numbered pages, such
as books or journals. This number appears in parentheses at the end of the sentence. Smith says it's better to overstate than understate (2). The research brings frequent use of quotes: It is better to overcite than undercite (Smith 2). If a source has two or three authors, write down the names of all authors and combine
them with and. William, Jones and Smith consider the subpoena important. The data shows that quotes are important (Williams, Jones and Smith). If a source has four or more authors, you can either write out the names of all authors or use only the name of the first author and et al. (meaning and everyone else). Type et
al. in lowercase, place a period after the sub, and do not place a comma between the author's name and et al. Saal et al argues that historic homes must be preserved. Historic homes must be preserved (Saal et al). If there is no author in the list, you have two options: 1. Use the publisher's name. When you link to a web
page, the publisher appears at the bottom of the website next to the copyright date. The data shows that quotes are important (Research Organisation). 2. Use the abbreviated address of the source. Note: A source without a named author or publisher may not be trusted. The data shows that quotations are important
(Use sources). If you refer to multiple different sources in the same citation, list them alphabetically (for example, on the Works Quoted page) and separate them with semicolons. The data shows that quotes are important (Aeron; Coldwater and all. Williams and Jones). If you have two or more authors with the same last
name, enter the first initial in the citations to distinguish the sources. The data shows that quotations are important (R. Aeron; A. Aeron). If you have two or more sources with the same author, the distinguishing mode must also distinguish the abbreviated title of the source. This title appears in parentheses at the end of
the sentence. You must use italic letters for posting addresses and quotation marks for item titles. Aeron argues that quotes are important (Research). The data shows that quotes are important (Aeron, Research). Works Quoted page The works quoted page lists the full quote of each source used in the paper. general
comments on the mla format: Start the works quoted in a new new Type works cited at the top of the page and centered, not bold or italic. Create a hanging indent for all citations, so that after the first line, each line is indented to half an inch. Follow these steps in Microsoft Word: Select all citations in the bibliography.
Right-click, and then click Paragraph. Under Indent, select Advanced, and then choose Dependent from the drop-down menu. Alphabetical sybeans of sources according to the author's surname. If there is no author, the first main word of the title must be alphabetical. Start the quote with the author(s). Type the name of
the first author in reverse order (Last Name, First Name), but type the name of the next author in normal order (First Name Last Name). Use italic letters for books and journals and place quotation marks around the article and website title. Fully capitalize all titles (except articles and prepositions). The title of an article will
look like this. The title of the book will look like this. When requesting a month-long publication, shorten the month to the following standards: Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., Aug., Jun., Aug., Aug., Aug., Sept., Sept., Nov., Dec. End quotes by naming the medium of the source (Print or Web), depending on where the source was
published or how it is read. The information provided in each Works Quoted Citation will vary for each source type. Here are some examples of works quoted in quotes from common types of sources: Since all the content of a book was written by the same author(s), you can quote the entire book in the Works quoted,
even if you just used information from a chapter or a few pages. If a book has multiple copyright dates, use the most recent one. Author's surname, first name. Book title in capital letters and italic: Subtitle. edition, if any. City of publication: Publisher name, year of publication. Publishing media. Example: No release lord,
Walter. The Night Lives On: The Untold Stories and Secrets Behind the Sinking of theUnsinkable Ship-Titanic. New York: Open Road Media, 2012. Print. Example: Edition Butler, Daniel Allen. Unsinkable: The full story of the RMS Titanic. 2. ed. Boston: Da Capo Press, 2012. Print. The books you edit contain articles or
chapters written by different authors. Thus, the Works Cited should list each article or chapter that you've used in your research. Author's surname, first name. The title of the article/chapter in quotation marks. Book title in capital letters and italic: Subtitle. Ed. EditorFirstName last name. City of publication: Publisher name,
year of publication. Page range of the article/chapter. Publishing media. Example: A book editor in Beesley, Lawrence. The loss of the S.S. Titanic, the story, and the lessons learned. The story of the Titanic: As you said the survivors. Ed. Jack Winocour. New York: Dover Publications, 1-110 1960. Printing. Examples:
Two Book Editors Middleton, Peter, and Tim Woods. Textual Memory: The archive of the file. The Titanic of myth and memory: memory: visual and literary culture. Tim Bergfelder and Sarah Street. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 63-72, 2004. Printing. Author's surname, first name. The title of the article in quotation
marks. Journal Title in uppercase and italic#.issue# (year of publication): the page range of the article. Publishing media. Examples include Frey, Bruno S., David A. Savage and Benno Torgler. Interaction of natural survival instincts and internalized social norms is exploring the Titanic and Lusitania disasters.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 107.11 (2010): 4862-4865. Web. Enter the day, month and year when the newspaper article was published. Shorten the month by the following standards: Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., May, Jun., Jul., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec. AuthorLastName, First Name. The title of the
article in quotation marks. Newspaper title of caps and italic day month publication. Publishing media. Example Broad, William J. A new look at the role of nature in the Titanic sinking: The iceberg was only part of it. The New York Times April 9, 2012. Web. Enter the date, month and year when the website was published
and that you last visited the website. If the Web page does not contain publishing information, use n.d. for no date. Shorten the months to the standards listed at the top of this section. The address of the website is usually located in the upper left corner of each page. The publisher of the site can be found at the bottom
of the page, next to the copyright date. Author's surname, first name. The title of the Web page in quotation marks. Site title in italic. Publisher of the website, month of publication. Publishing media. Month of last access day. Example: Date of publication Lorenzi, Rossella. Steering error sank the Titanic, says author.
Discovery News. Discovery Communications, LLC, September 23, 2010. Web. December 8, 2015 Example: No author or publish date Titanic. History. A+E Networks Corporation, n.d. Web. December 8, 2015 Style and formatting in MLA bids longer than 4 rows must be formatted as block bids. This means that the quote
will not be quoted in quotes and will be fully indented an inch from the rest of the paragraph. For example: Many scientists continue to prefer humans to computers: The human brain, flexibility and capacity to imagine, is still better in many ways to the electronic model. The computer is never tired or busy or careless, so it
is wonderful to remember and follow the rules. But it is not the imagination of even a very young human brain, which not only can forget the rules, but find loopholes and opportunities in them. Electronic intelligence can process information like a house fire, but still can't think. (LaRocque 52) MLA also had standards for
formatting the paper. The first page should include his name, professor's name, course number and deadline in the upper left corner. The deadline in reverse order, the day before the month. An example can be seen in purdue BAGE. Julie Smith Dr Sally Harris ENG 111 7 November 2013 All headers on the paper must
have their last name and page number in the top right corner. Smith 1 1
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